
Message queues provide a foundation for elastic distributed processing. They store messages and 
deliver each reliably to exactly one consumer. Message queues enable implementation of scalable 
and high-performance data analytics through load-balancing and efficient job allocation.

RTI® Queuing Service 
Fast, reliable and scalable load-balancing for Connext® DDS applications 

The RTI Queuing Service enables point-to-point messaging 
in Connext DDS. It brokers interactions between message 
producers (DDS Data Writers) and consumers (DDS Data 
Readers), delivering each message (DDS sample) to only 
one consumer. This balances workloads by distributing jobs 
across a pool of processors to take advantage of elastic 
computing capabilities – whether in the cloud or at the edge. 
This takes distributed data processing to a new level of 
scalability with minimal end-to-end latency.

With the RTI Queuing Service, Connext DDS supports all the 
fundamental communication patterns used in the Industrial 
Internet of Things (IIoT): publish/subscribe for distributing 
streaming data and asynchronous events, request/reply for 
controlling and managing devices and queuing for scalable 
data processing and analytics. This eliminates the need for 
adopting and integrating different technologies for each of 
these system requirements. It also simplifies administration by 
minimizing the number of required infrastructure technologies.

Highlights:

Implements one-to-one queuing 
communication pattern

Load balances publish-subscribe and 
request-reply interactions

Persists messages in memory or to disk

Supports fully redundant transactional 
messaging for high availability and fault 
tolerance

API for remote administration and 
monitoring 

Dead-letter queue for analyzing message 
delivery failures

Works seamlessly with RTI infrastructure 
services and tools

Can replace other brokers including AMQP 
and RabbitMQ  

 



RTI Queuing Service allows multiple consumers (Data Readers) to collaborate, coordinate and balance workload.  
The Data Readers can reside within the same process, different processes or even different machines.  
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About RTI 

RTI provides the connectivity platform for the Industrial Internet of Things.

Our RTI Connext® messaging software forms the core nervous system for smart, distributed applications.  
RTI Connext allows devices to intelligently share information and work together as one integrated system. 
RTI was named “The Most influential Industrial Internet of Things Company” in 2014 by Appinions and 
published in Forbes.  

Our customers span the breadth of the Internet of Things, including medical, energy, mining, air traffic 
control, trading, automotive, unmanned systems, industrial SCADA, naval systems, air and missile defense, 
ground stations, and science. The total value of system designs that trust RTI for their fundamental 
architecture exceeds $1 trillion.

RTI is committed to open standards, open community source and open architecture. RTI provides the 
leading implementation of the Object Management Group (OMG) Data Distribution Service (DDS) standard.

RTI is the world’s largest embedded middleware provider, privately held and headquartered in Sunnyvale, 
California.
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Each message is delivered to a single Data Reader in a round-robin manner. Based on the dispatch mode configured 
for a queue, Queuing Service will dispatch a message to a Data Reader that has explicitly indicated its availability, has 
acknowledged all its previous messages or is under a specified threshold of unacknowledged messages.

Queues and service configuration can be replicated across Queuing Service instances. A master-slave architecture 
guarantees availability of the Queuing Service at any time.  

Queuing Service includes a REST-like API for remote administration. Supported operations include queue creation, 
deletion and introspection. Transactions can also be monitored by subscribing to the underlying publish/subscribe 
interactions.

Queuing Service supports a request-reply communication model. A Requester Application sends a sample to a 
Shared Reader Queue. A replier application receives the sample from the Shared Reader Queue and returns a 
response to the requester application.
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